Abstract. We consider the numerical solution of hyperbolic systems of conservation laws with relaxation using a shock capturing nite di erence scheme on a xed, uniform spatial grid. We conjecture that certain a priori criteria insure that the numerical method does not produce spurious solutions as the relaxation time vanishes. One criterion is that the limits of vanishing relaxation time and vanishing viscosity commute for the viscous regularization of the hyperbolic system. A second criterion is that a certain \subcharacteristic" condition be satis ed by the hyperbolic system. We support our conjecture with analytical and numerical results for a speci c example, the solution of generalized Riemann problems of a model system of equations with a fractional step scheme in which Godunov's method is coupled with the backward Euler method. We also apply our ideas to the numerical solution of sti detonation problems.
1. Introduction. Hyperbolic systems of conservation laws with relaxation appear in the study of a variety of physical phenomena, for example in the modeling of thermally and chemically nonequilibrium uid ows and in the modeling of wave propagation in viscoelastic or viscoplastic solids. We use the term hyperbolic system of conservation laws with relaxation in the sense of Liu 26] to denote an n n hyperbolic system of partial di erential equations in conservation form with source terms which has as a formal limit an m m, m < n, hyperbolic system called the equilibrium system as n ? m relaxation time parameters i ! 0. We say that a system of conservation laws with relaxation is sti when at least one of its relaxation times is small compared to the time scale determined by the characteristic speeds of the system and some appropriate length scale. In this paper, we want to address the following:
When can one obtain an accurate numerical solution of a sti , hyperbolic system of conservation laws with relaxation using time and space increments governed solely by the non-sti part of the system, i.e., without fully resolving the e ect of the sti source terms?
We consider the numerical solution of hyperbolic conservation laws with relaxation by a shock capturing nite di erence scheme on a xed, uniform spatial grid. We speci cally examine the solution of certain generalized Riemann problems of a model system of equations by a fractional step scheme in which Godunov's method is coupled with the backward Euler method. The method is applied on a xed uniform spatial grid with a time step governed solely by the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) stability condition. We are concerned with nding a priori criteria which guarantee that the method computes the correct pattern of waves and does not produce spurious solutions as the relaxation time vanishes. Finding these criteria enables us to determine the conditions under which the nite di erence scheme has traveling waves which are discrete analogues of physical traveling wave solutions of the system as the system becomes sti . (In a second paper 30] , we look at the problem of obtaining higher-order shock capturing nite di erence methods for hyperbolic conservation laws with relaxation.)
A stable nite di erence method may fail to produce reasonable numerical results when applied to a sti hyperbolic system of conservation laws with relaxation and produce spurious solutions instead. The term spurious solution denotes a non-physical numerical solution which bears no resemblance to the actual solution but which has the appearance of being a reasonable approximation to the unwary observer. Spurious waves of this type are discussed by Colella, Majda, and Roytburd 12] in the context of numerical approximations for gas dynamics with combustion. The governing system of equations is not a system of conservation laws with relaxation in the sense of Liu 26] . It is nevertheless instructive to review their results. A fractional step nite di erence method for the equations of gas dynamics with combustion was used to calculate Zeldovich-von Neumann-Doring (ZND) waves corresponding to a Chapman-Jouguet detonation 36]. The method used a time step strategy based solely on a CFL stability restriction. A sequence of numerical solutions was generated on a xed spatial grid by increasing the reaction rate. It was expected that at some point the reaction zone would not be accurately resolved, and, in particular, that the peak of the ZND wave would not appear in the numerical solution. Nevertheless, the sequence of solutions was expected to converge to a strong detonation. Instead, the numerical solutions bifurcated from a single, physical wave to an unphysical solution consisting of a weak detonation followed by a uid dynamic shock. Similar behavior was demonstrated by the numerical solutions of a 2 2 combustion model.
Several numerical methods are discussed in the literature which do not exhibit spurious solutions when applied to similar problems. The approaches in these methods include: numerical induction mechanisms 16], subcell resolution 5, 21] , the use of a random choice method for the gas dynamics 28], adaptive mesh re nement 1], and adaptive mesh re nement coupled with conservative front tracking 4]. All of these methods use fractional step schemes. Chorin 9] and Teng et al. 32 ] discuss unsplit approaches which use random choice methods incorporating the e ect of the chemistry in the solution of the Riemann problem.
In this paper, however, our goal is not to design a method which avoids spurious solutions. Rather, it is to understand the nature of the problem of spurious solutions. Bourlioux 3] shows that spurious solutions of detonation problems are obtained with a wide variety of shock capturing nite di erence methods. She also shows that spurious solutions are produced by both split and unsplit methods. LeVeque and Yee 23] propose that spurious numerical solutions of hyperbolic conservation laws with sti source terms result from not adequately resolving the e ect of the source terms. They note that the numerical representation of a shock by a shock capturing scheme contains intermediate nonequilibrium states. Spurious solutions arise when the sti source terms restore these nonequilibrium states to values which are in equilibrium but non-physical. Our conjecture, on the other hand, is that that the use of a shock capturing scheme alone is not su cient for the appearance of spurious solutions. Conversely, our results show that fully resolving the e ect of the sti source terms is not always required for the avoidance of spurious solutions. Before we state the main conjecture of this paper, we introduce some necessary concepts.
A system of hyperbolic conservation laws with relaxation consists of one or more conservation laws coupled with one or more rate equations. Each rate equation governs the time evolution of a non-conserved quantity. A rate equation has an associated time scale called a relaxation time which determines how quickly the non-conserved quantity approaches its equilibrium value. The limit of the system as the relaxation times vanish is a smaller system in which the rate equations are replaced by functions expressing the equilibrium value of the non-conserved quantity as a function of the conserved quantities. In this paper, we assume that the smaller system is also hyperbolic.
Liu 26], Chen and Liu 8], and Chen, Levermore, and Liu 7] study a model 2 2 hyperbolic system of conservation laws with relaxation which consists of a single conservation law and a single rate equation:
We assume that the system of equations is hyperbolic with real characteristic speeds, 1 and 2, which are called the frozen characteristic speeds. We also assume that a function v = v (u) is de ned implicitly by h(u; v (u)) = 0 and that the inequality @h(u; v)
is true for all u, v. v (u) is called the equilibrium value of v for a given value of u. The equilibrium equation associated with the system is @u @t + @f (u) @x = 0; (1.2) which is obtained by letting
The function f (u), called the equilibrium ux, is de ned by
The characteristic speed of (1.2) is called the equilibrium characteristic speed.
is said to be subcharacteristic if it satis es the inequality 1(u; v (u)) < (u) < 2(u; v (u)): Liu 26] shows that if a weaker inequality,
which we call the subcharacteristic condition, is satis ed for all u, then the equilibrium equation is stable under small perturbations. Further, he shows that the time-asymptotic wave pattern of a solution of (1.1) with equilibrium states at 1 consists of rarefaction wave solutions of (1.2) and traveling waves connecting states which constitute physical shock wave solutions of (1.2). Chen, Levermore, and Liu 7] show that the following is true:
If the subcharacteristic condition (1.3) is satis ed with strict inequality for all u by a system with the form of (1.1), then the solutions of (1.1) tend to solutions of the equilibrium equation (1.2) as the relaxation time vanishes.
A complete formulation of this result requires a discussion of the limits of vanishing viscosity and vanishing relaxation time for solutions of the viscous regularization of (1.1). This discussion is outside the scope of this paper. (See 6, 7, 8, 14] for further details.)
We can now state the main conjecture of this paper: Suppose that a fractional step scheme which couples Godunov's method with the backward Euler method is used to approximate the solution of a given initial value problem of (1.1). The method is applied on a xed, uniform spatial grid with a time step governed solely by the CFL stability condition. Then either of the following conditions implies that the method does not produce spurious solutions as the relaxation time vanishes:
1. The solution of the initial value problem tends to a solution of the equilibrium equation (1.2) as the relaxation time vanishes.
2. The frozen and the equilibrium characteristic speeds of the system satisfy the subcharacteristic condition (1.3) for all u.
Conversely, a necessary condition for the method to produce spurious solutions as the relaxation time vanishes is that the solution of the initial value problem does not tend to a solution of the equilibrium equation (1.2) as the relaxation time vanishes, i.e., the limits of vanishing viscosity and vanishing relaxation time do not commute for the viscous regularization of (1.1).
In this paper, we show the plausibility of this conjecture by presenting analytical and numerical results in the context of a simple example, the numerical solution of certain generalized Riemann problems of a speci c model system. A proof of the conjecture has not been found. We believe that some extension of the work applying the theory of compensated compactness to hyperbolic conservation laws by DiPerna 14, 15], Chen 6 ], Chen and Liu, 8] , and Chen, Levermore and Liu 7] could lead to a de nitive demonstration of the conjecture. On the basis of the aforementioned theoretical work and of numerical experiments 17, 37], we also believe that the conjecture can be extended to systems larger than 2 2 and to multiple space dimensions, and that similar criteria can be formulated for other shock capturing nite di erence methods; we do not address these extensions here. (We note that conditions similar to (1.3) can be formulated for larger systems 7, 34, 35] and for multiple space dimensions 7] .)
For the model equations presented in this paper, it may be possible to establish the main conjecture using an approach simpler than an application of compensated compactness. One goal of this paper is to present this simple system of hyperbolic conservation laws with relaxation as a tool for further research.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In x2, we construct a model 2 2 system of conservation laws with relaxation. The system is a speci c case of the model discussed above and is similar to the 2 2 model for combustion examined by Majda 27] . In x3, we formulate and solve generalized Riemann problems of the model system in order to provide speci c test problems. In x4, we construct a numerical method, a fractional-step scheme using a rst-order Godunov method coupled with a backward Euler method. In x5 and x6, we predict how the method performs when applied to sti problems of our model system. In x7, we test the method developed in x4 on the problems discussed in x3 in order to validate the analysis in x5 and x6. The analysis in x5 and x6 along with the numerical results in x7 show the plausibility of our main conjecture.
In x8, we consider the numerical solution of strong detonation problems for two combustion models. The systems of equations are not hyperbolic conservation laws with relaxation in the sense of Liu. For these systems the concept of an equilibrium system is not well-de ned and the subcharacteristic condition cannot be formulated as it was above. However, the concept of interchanging the limits of vanishing viscosity and increasing reaction rate does still apply to certain classes of solutions of the equations, including strong detonation solutions. In x8, we use this concept to formulate a conjecture regarding spurious solutions in the numerical solution of strong detonation problems in the limit of in nite reaction rate. We do not prove the conjecture, but we support it with numerical results. Remark. Throughout this paper, we use the term solution (in the context of a hyperbolic system of conservation laws with or without source terms) without any additional quali cation to mean physical, weak solution.
2. A Model System for Relaxation. In this section, we formulate and discuss a model hyperbolic system of conservation laws with relaxation. Our model is a example of the system examined by Liu 26 ] discussed above; it is also similar to the combustion model considered by Majda 27] .
We consider the following example of (1. where u1 and u2 are constants. We also nd it convenient to de ne two additional constants, w1 and w2, by w1 = u1 + q0 and w2 = u2.
For this equation, we consider two di erent cases of requirements for the constants q0, u1, and u2.
The rst is the following:
The second case is given by: q0 < 0 0 < u1 < u2 0 < 1 2 u 2 2 ? u 2 1 u2 ? (u1 + q0) < u1:
We will refer to (2.1), (2.4), and (2.5) as \model I" and (2.1), (2.4), and (2.6) as \model II". The following observations regarding the two models are easily made when u > 0:
1. For both models, the equilibrium ux is a non-convex function of w. 2. For model I, the subcharacteristic condition (1.3) is violated for w1 < w < w2 and otherwise satis ed.
3. For model II, the subcharacteristic condition is satis ed for all w.
It is important to note that these observations are direct consequences of the inequalities in (2.5) and (2.6). Examples of z (w) and f (w) for the two di erent models are shown in g. ??.
Remark. We note that (2.1) is based on the model developed by Majda 27] and di ers from it only in the form of the rate equation. In that model, the rate equation was @z @t = ?k (u)z:
Moreover, our de nition of b z is similar in spirit to the de nition of in 27] in the case of ignition temperature kinetics. We also note that the system in 27] was later justi ed rigorously as a model for combustion 31]; no claim is made that (2.1) is a model for a physical system. We use the model system strictly as a tool in analyzing numerical methods. 3 . A Generalized Riemann Problem for the Model System. In this section, we formulate and solve generalized Riemann problems of models I and II in order to provide test problems. We also discuss how these solutions are related to solutions of the equilibrium equation.
3.1. Formulation of the Problem. We call the problem of nding a time-asymptotic solution| i.e., a non-interacting wave pattern|of a system of hyperbolic conservation laws with relaxation satisfying prescribed equilibrium boundary conditions at x = 1 a generalized Riemann problem (GRP) 24, 25] . (There are other de nitions of this term 2, 18] .) The solution of a generalized Riemann problem consists of shocks, rarefactions, and traveling waves.
We now formulate a generalized Riemann problem of models I and II. (The formulation is applicable to either model.) We seek the time-asymptotic solution of (2.1) and (2.4). We require the solution to satisfy the boundary conditions where w l , wr, z l , and zr are constants satisfying wr < w1, w l > w2, and z l = z (w l ) = 0 zr = z (wr) = 1 :
We also assume that wr is chosen so that ur > 0 where ur = wr ? q0zr. Note that w l > w2 implies u l = w l ? q0z l > ur. 3.2. Solution for Model I. Our strategy for solving the GRP for model I is the following. We begin by solving the problem under the assumption that the solution consists of a single discontinuous traveling wave. We then show that under certain conditions this assumption is false and modify our solution accordingly. We look for a solution to (2.1), (2.4), and (2.5) of the form w(x; t) z(x; t) u(x; t) X
where s is the speed of the wave, which satis es (3.1) and which is smooth except for a shock at X=0. We can now obtain a formal solution to the traveling wave problem in (U; Z) phase space. The following system of ordinary di erential equations is obtained by substituting (3.2) into (2.1):
The traveling wave solution satis es this system everywhere except at the shock. We integrate the rst equation in (3.5) to obtain
where c = ?su l + u 2 l =2. This expression is satis ed by all values (U; Z) on the smooth traveling wave. In particular, it is true for (U; Z) = (u l ; z l ) and (U; Z) = (U?; Z?). By (3.4), then, we see that (U; Z) = (ur; zr) also satis es (3.6) and we obtain the following expression for s:
Note that it is always true that s > 0 under the assumptions of x3.1. (We use the notation \ucj" because the de nition of ucj in (3.9) is identical to the de nition of the Chapman-Jouguet state for the model in 27]. We call the inequality u l ucj the Chapman-Jouguet condition.) We show that u l ucj is necessary for the existence of a traveling wave by showing that u l s and that for a given value of ur, s ucj, where ucj is given by (3.9). We recall that (3.6) is satis ed by all (U; Z) on the traveling wave. We can see from (3.5) that U 0 < 0 and Z 0 > 0 for all (U; Z) satisfying U < s and Z > z (W ). (See g. ??(b).) Hence, if u l < s, the values of (U; Z) given by (u l ; 0) and (2s ?ur; 1) cannot be connected by a smooth traveling wave. If u l < s, there must then be a second discontinuity in the solution separating (u l ; 0) from some point (U; Z) satisfying U > s and Z 0. However, this discontinuity violates either the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions or the Laxentropy conditions for (2.1). We can show that s ucj by rst noting that the minimum value of Z satisfying F(U; Z) = 0 for a given value of ur as a function of s is attained at U = s and is given by There is a stable, two wave solution to the GRP for model I when u l < ucj. This solution consists of a rarefaction connecting (u l ; 0) and (ucj; 0), and a traveling wave propagating with a speed of ucj connecting (ucj; 0) and (ur; 1); see g. ??(d). We thus have the following theorem: Theorem 3.1. Consider the GRP de ned by (2.1), (2.4), (2.5), and (3.1).
1. If u l ucj, the solution is a traveling wave consisting of a smooth traveling wave and the constant state (ur; 1) separated by a shock. The speed of the traveling wave is given by (3.7) and the smooth traveling wave satis es (3.5).
2. If u l < ucj, the solution consists of a rarefaction connecting (u l ; 0) to (ucj; 0) and a traveling wave connecting (ucj; 0) to (ur; 1). This traveling wave consists of a smooth traveling wave and the constant state (ur; 1) separated by a shock. The speed of the traveling wave is ucj and the smooth part of the traveling wave satis es (3.5).
Examples of the two types of solutions are illustrated in g. ??. 3.3. Solution for Model II. In solving the GRP for model II, we follow a strategy similar to the one followed for model I. We again nd that if a traveling wave exists, the smooth portion of it satis es (3.5) where s is given by (3.7), and that the values (U; Z) on the traveling wave satisfy (3.6). A two wave solution to the GRP exists if u l < u ch . This solution consists of a slow, smooth traveling wave solution connecting (u l ; 0) and (u1; 1) and a fast shock separating (ur; 1) and (u1; 1); see g. ??(c). It is possible to construct solutions consisting of faster shocks and slower traveling waves. We omit the details of showing that these other solutions are not time asymptotic solutions.
Using the assumptions in (2.6), we can see from (3.11) that the points (u ch ; u 2 ch =2), (u1+q0; u 2 1 =2), and (ur + q0; u 2 r =2) are collinear in (w; f (w)) space. Hence, u l u ch if and only if the graph of the 8 chord connecting (u l ; u 2 l =2) and (ur + q0; u 2 r =2) lies above the graph of (w; f (w)). Recall that for a scalar conservation law @w @t + @f(w) @x = 0 two values of w, w l and wr, wr < w l , can be connected by a physical shock only if Oleinik An equivalent statement of this condition is that the chord connecting (wr; f(wr)) and (w l ; f(w l )) \lies above" the curve (w; f(w)). Hence, u l u ch if and only if u l and ur +q0 satisfy Oleinik's entropy condition with respect to the equilibrium equation (2.2).
We now use (3.12) to de ne chord condition. (See g. ??.) We note that its de nition applies to both model I and model II: Definition 3.1. Given (u l ; z l ) and (ur; zr) such that u l +q0z l = w l > wr = ur+q0zr, z l = z (w l ), and zr = z (wr), we say that (u l ; z l ) and (ur; zr) satisfy the chord condition for (2.1) if w l and wr satisfy Oleinik's entropy condition with respect to the equilibrium equation (2.2).
Note that for a given value of ur, ur < u1, u ch is the minimum value of u l , u l u2, such that (u l ; 0) and (ur; 1) satisfy the chord condition; s ch is the speed of the traveling wave connecting (u ch ; 0) and (ur; 1).
Using de nition 3.1, we can summarize our results for model II in the following: Theorem 3.2. Consider the GRP de ned by(2.1), (2.4), (2.6), and (3.1).
1.If (u l ; 0) and (ur; 1) satisfy the chord condition, the solution is a traveling wave consisting of a smooth traveling wave and the constant state (ur; 1) separated by a shock. The speed of the traveling wave is given by (3.7) and the smooth traveling wave satis es (3.5). Assuming all other parameters to be xed, consider the set of solutions of the GRP de ned by (2.1), (2.4), (2.5) or (2.6), and (3.1) for all positive values of k. Assume that the discontinuity in the solution for each value of k when t = 0 is at x = 0 so that the solution of the GRP is a well-de ned function of x and t for t > 0. (In the case of model I when u l < ucj, also assume that the rarefaction is degenerate at t = 0.) Denote the solution for t > 0 for a particular value of k by (w k (x; t); z k (x; t)). We then de ne the limit solution of the GRP, or simply, limit solution, to be (w1(x; t); z1(x; t)) for t > 0, where (w1(x; t); z1(x; t)) = lim k!1 (w k (x; t); z k (x; t)):
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We now state the following two theorems regarding limit solutions of the GRPs for model I and model II: Theorem 3.3. Consider the GRP of model I de ned by (3.1).
a) If u l ucj, the limit solution consists of a single discontinuity propagating at a speed of s given by (3.7) separating the constant states (u l ; 0) and (ur; 1). b) If u l < ucj, the limit solution consists of a rarefaction connecting (u l ; 0) and (ucj; 0), and a discontinuity propagating at a speed of ucj separating the states (ucj; 0) and (ur; 1). Theorem 3.4. Consider the GRP of model II de ned by (3.1). a) If (u l ; 0) and (ur; 1) satisfy the chord condition (3.1), the limit solution consists of a single discontinuity propagating at a speed of s given by (3.7) separating the constant states (u l ; 0) and (ur; 1). b) If (u l ; 0) and (ur; 1) do not satisfy the chord condition (3.1), the limit solution consists of a discontinuity separating (u l ; 0) and (u1; 1) propagating at a speed of 1 2 u 2 l ? u 2 1 u l ? (u1 + q0) and a shock separating (u1; 1) and (ur; 1) propagating at a speed of s ch given by (3.10).
We omit the proof of this theorem since it involves elementary techniques and provides no additional insight. In each case, the proof consists simply of constructing the solutions of the GRP for nite k and then taking the limit k ! 1: Examples of each form of limit solution are depicted in (w; f (w)) space in g. ??. We see from that gure that the following are true: The two steps are combined using simple splitting. Since the methods in both fractional steps are rst-order accurate, the overall method is rst-order accurate. We now describe the method in detail. We pick a xed spatial grid with cell width x indexed over j. To advance the solution at time tn, we use a time step t = x (maxj ju n j j) ;
where is a constant called the Courant number, 1, so that the CFL stability condition is satis ed. The overall method is then stable, since the scheme for integrating the rate equation is unconditionally stable for k > 0.
We rst describe the rst-order Godunov method used to compute w n+1 j . There are two steps in this method: 1) solving Riemann problems at cell edges; 2) conservative di erencing. In the rst of these steps, we obtain values u The numerical ux f The second step in the fractional step scheme is the calculation of z n+1 j with the backward Euler method. Applying this method to the rate equation, we obtain z n+1 j by solving the following algebraic equation:
We note that for both model I and model II we can derive explicit expressions for z n+1 j from (4.5); we omit the details.
5. Analysis of Numerical Method for Sti Problems. We now undertake a heuristic analysis of how well the numerical method in x4 solves the GRPs formulated in x3 when the model system is sti . Speci cally, we nd conditions which imply that the method correctly calculates the limit solution of the GRP (x3.4) as k ! 1. We also determine the general properties of the limit of the numerical solution as k ! 1. Our main analytic technique is modi ed equation analysis 33].
Modi ed equation analysis of a nite di erence method yields an equation which, for a consistent method, consists of the equation the method is intended to solve plus higher order terms. This higher order equation is obtained by Taylor expansions of the terms in the di erence scheme. The main principle of modi ed equation analysis is that a numerical method more closely approximates solutions of its modi ed equation than of the equation the method is intended to solve; hence, by examining the modi ed equation of a method one can gain additional insight into the performance of the method. We assume that the modi ed equation technique is applicable, even though our model system is nonlinear and contain discontinuities. (See 20] for further discussion on the applicability 11 of the technique under these conditions.) We make the further assumption that the technique is applicable in the presence of sti source terms. (We have found no mention in the literature of the use of modi ed equation analysis in this circumstance.)
We conclude from the modi ed equation analysis that as k ! 1 the method in x4 is stable and consistent with the equilibrium equation (2.2). Using this conclusion and Theorems 3.5 and 3.6, we make the following predictions regarding the performance of our numerical method hold:
Suppose the numerical method in x4 is used to approximate the limit solutions of the GRPs in x3:
1. For the GRPs of model I, the limit solution is obtained if (u l ; 0) and (ur; 1) satisfy the chord condition.
2. For the GRPs of model II, the limit solution is always obtained. We begin our analysis by deriving the modi ed equation 33] of the method in x4. We then examine the limit of the modi ed equation of our method as k ! 1 in order to predict its qualitative performance on sti problems of model I and model II.
In deriving the modi ed equation for our method, we assume u > 0. Under this assumption the method reduces to the following: From this equation, we conclude that as k ! 1, the method is consistent with the equilibrium equation (2.2). We also conclude that the method is stable as k ! 1 since x ? u (w) t > 0 when the CFL stability condition (4.3) is satis ed.
The fact that the method is consistent with the equilibrium equation and stable as k ! 1 implies that the numerical solution as k ! 1 is a weak solution of the equilibrium equation. In x3.4
we demonstrated that the limit solution of the generalized Riemann problem of model II is always a physical, weak solution of the equilibrium equation, but that the same was true for model I only if the chord condition (de nition 3.1) is satis ed. We therefore expect that for all GRPs of model II and for the GRPs of model I for which (ur; 1) and (u l ; 0) satisfy the chord condition, the limit solution is obtained as k ! 1.
If the chord condition is violated for a GRP of model I, the numerical solution as k ! 1 may be the limit solution or some other weak solution of the equilibrium equation. Further, we do not generally expect this numerical solution to be a physical weak solution of the equilibrium equation.
We note that the numerical solution as k ! 1 would be a physical weak solution of the equilibrium equation if t < x max w2 wr;w l ] ( (w)) because then the method would reduce to a monotone method 13] on wr; w l ] for the equilibrium equation. However, this condition may not be satis ed even if the CFL condition (4.3) is satis ed because the subcharacteristic condition (1.3) is not satis ed for all w. 6 . Analysis of Spurious Solutions of Model I. The results in the previous section suggest that the numerical method in x4 may have di culty solving sti generalized Riemann problems of model I when the chord condition is not satis ed. In this section, we examine two di erent explanations of how the numerical method produces spurious waves in this case. We rst investigate the conditions under which the method generates non-physical discontinuities which move at a speed of one cell per time step. We see that a necessary condition for these numerical waves to occur is that the chord condition be violated. We then examine traveling wave solutions to the modi ed system of equations (5.3) and propose that there is a correlation between the non-existence of traveling wave solutions to the modi ed equation and the appearance of spurious numerical solutions. We see that a necessary condition for this non-existence is again that the chord condition be violated. We note that an analysis of one cell per time step waves for a 2 2 combustion model 31] is discussed in 12].
One Cell per Time
Step Numerical Solutions. We now nd conditions under which our numerical method generates a non-physical discontinuity whose speed is one cell per time step.
We rst look at the case of k ! 1 and then at the case of nite k. For both cases, we assume that the method is used to approximate the solution of following initial value problem for model I: where u l > ucj and u1 > ur > 0: We also assume that u n j > 0 for all n and j and that maxj(u n j ) = u l . Further, we assume that the non-physical discontinuity separates (ur; 1) from a state (u f ; z f ) for which u f + z f q0 u2. Finally, we note that the restrictions imposed on u1 and u2 in (2.5) are crucial to this discussion.
Under these assumptions, the numerical method reduces to (5.1) with t= x = =u l , where is the Courant number. Further, u l = is the speed of a one cell per time step wave.
We now look at the case k ! 1: If the numerical discontinuity exists in this situation, z f = 0 and u f satis es the equation This is obtained by substituting u f for w n+1 j and for u n j?1 in (5.1). Since 0 < < 1 and ur + q0 < u l , equation (6.1) always has real solutions, (u f )1 and (u f )2. These roots satisfy (u f )1 < ucj < u l < (u f )2. The smaller root is the one which interests us; we denote its value by u f;1 : The larger root could not be obtained in a numerical solution; the numerical wave connecting the states ((u f )2; 0) and (u l ; 0) would be unstable since it would have a speed greater than u l = .
We now state the following:
Theorem 6.1. Under the assumptions stated above and the assumption that k ! 1:
(1) For a given value of ur, the maximum possible speed s1;max of a one cell per time step numerical wave is s1;max = Hence, if the chord condition is satis ed, u l = > s1;max, a contradiction.
We can show the su ciency of the condition (6.3) in part (3) in two steps. (Its necessity is is equivalent to part (1).) We rst show that (6.3) implies u f;1 u2: From the proof of part (1), we see that @u f =@s < 0. Hence, u l = < s1;max implies u f;1 > u2.
The second part of proving part (3) is to show that the one cell per time step solution is actually obtained given that the solution u f;1 to (6.1) satis es u2 < u f;1 . Let the initial discontinuity in the numerical solution at time step n = 0 be at the cell edge separating j = 0 and j = 1. De ne u n f to be the value of u in cell n at time step n. Then given that u n f u2, u n f satis es the following di erence equation:
We want to show that as n ! 1, u n f ! u f;1 . From (6.2) and (6.4), we obtain a second di erence equation: u n+1 f ? u f;1 = t x ( 1 2 (u n f + u f;1 )(u n f ? u f;1 )):
Hence, it is su cient to show that the map de ned by (6.5) is a contraction.
We do this with a series of short induction proofs. We rst see that u n f > u f;1 (and, hence, u n f u2) since Therefore, t x 1 2 (u n f + u f;1 ) < t x u l < 1; and part (3) is shown.
Part (4) is true because u f;1 and ur satisfy (6.1); hence, u f;1 and ur + q0 satisfy the RankineHugoniot conditions for the equilibrium equation. Moreover, u f;1 and (ur + q0) satisfy Oleinik's entropy condition (3.12) for the equilibrium equation only if u f;1 = u2.
We note that parts (1), (2), and (4) From (6.7) we see that u f;k < u f;1 and that the denominator of the right hand side of (6.9) is positive. Hence, if a one cell per time step wave does not exist as k ! 1, u f;k + (q0=(1 + k t)) < u2, a contradiction. We omit the proof of part (3); it is similar to the proof for k ! 1.
To show part (4), we show that a one cell per time step traveling wave connecting (u f;1 ; 0) and (ur; 1) exists. (In this argument, we use (5.1) to compute the values of u and z in the numerical traveling wave.) We claim that the values of (u; z) in the the discrete shock pro le in the n-th cell behind the leading numerical discontinuity are given by (u; z) = ((u f;k )n; 1 (1 + k t) n+1 ); (6.10) where (u f;k )n is the solution of (u f;k )n + q0 (1 + k t) n+1 = (ur + q0) + u l ( 1 2 (u f;k ) 2 n ? 1 2 u 2 r ) (6.11) which satis es u2 < (u f;k )n + q0 (1 + k t) n+1 < u l : (6.12) This claim is true because if (6.6) has a real solution u f;k satisfying u2 < u f;k + q0=(1 + k t) < u l for some value of k, then (6.11) has solutions (u f;k )n satisfying (6.12) for all n > 0. Further, for any n, (u f;k )n and (u f;k )n+1 satisfy (u f;k )n+1 + q0 (1 + k t) n+2 = (u f;k )n + q0
This is precisely the condition for a discontinuity separating a left state of
and a right state of ((u f;k )n; 1=(1 + k t) n+1 )
to move at a speed of one cell per time step. We note that (u f;k )0 = u f;k and limn!1 (u f;k )n = u f;1 : Hence, we have constructed a discrete shock pro le with a speed of one cell per time step connecting (u f;1 ; 0) and (ur; 1). The proof that this spurious traveling wave is actually obtained is similar to the proof that the leading numerical discontinuity separating (u f;k ; q0=(1+k t)) from (ur; 1) is obtained, and, hence, similar to the proof of part (3) of Theorem 6.1. We omit these details.
Traveling Wave Solutions of the Modi ed Equation.
We found above necessary and su cient conditions for one cell per time step numerical solutions to be produced by the numerical method in x4 when it is used to solve the GRP of model I formulated in x3.1. Even if these conditions are not met, however, spurious solutions which are not of the one cell per time step variety might still occur. We assume that there is a direct correlation between the the occurrence of these other spurious solutions and the non-existence of a traveling wave solution of the modi ed equation connecting (u l ; 0) and (ur; 1). We rst derive the system of di erential equations satis ed by the traveling wave solution if it exists. We then analyze the direction eld and the critical points of this system. In addition to the assumptions made in deriving the modi ed equation (5.3), we assume that u l > ucj; we also assume the standard theorems for plane autonomous systems 11]. We conclude that a traveling wave solution to the modi ed equation connecting (u l ; 0) and (ur; 1) always exists if (u l ; 0) and (ur; 1) satisfy the chord condition. We also conclude that a traveling wave solution connecting (u l ; 0) and (ur; 1) fails to exist if (u l ; 0) and (ur; 1) do not satisfy the chord condition and k is su ciently large. Using these results and assuming that the correlation stated above exists, we make the following predictions regarding the performance of our numerical method are true:
Assume that the numerical method of x4 is used to solve the GRPs of model I described in x3.
1. Spurious solutions with speeds other than one cell per time step are not observed if (u l ; 0) and (ur; 1) satisfy the chord condition.
2. Spurious solutions with speeds other than one cell per time step may be observed for su ciently large k if (u l ; 0) and (ur; 1) do not satisfy the chord condition and if the conditions su cient for the existence of a one cell per time step solutions are not met. We begin our analysis by deriving the di erential equations satis ed by the traveling wave solution. We nd it convenient to use (5.2) and the rate equation as the modi ed system of equations instead of (5.3): wt + ( 1 2 u 2 )x = 1 2 (uux)x x + 1 2 (uux)t t zt = ?k(z ? z (w)) (6.13)
We look for solutions of (6.13) of the form (3.2). We assume that t satis es the CFL condition (4.3) with maxj(u n j ) = u l . After substituting (3.2) into (6.13), we obtain after some manipulations the following system of ordinary di erential equations which the traveling wave solution satis es if it exists and where s is given by (3.7): We rst do the phase plane analysis assuming (u l ; 0) and (ur; 1) satisfy the chord condition. The system (6.14) has two critical points in this case. The rst of these, (ur; 1), is a saddle point for which the Jacobian of the system has eigenvalues The Jacobian has eigenvalues (usp ? s)=(usp=2)( x ? s t)) and k=s; and corresponding eigenvectors given by (6.15) for u = usp. The fourth critical point is an unstable node (uun; zun) satisfying uun 2 u1; u2] and zun = z (uun + q0zun). Fig. ? ? illustrates an example of this situation in the (U; Z) phase plane.
We now argue why for su ciently large k there is no traveling wave solution connecting (u l ; 0) and (ur; 1) when they do not satisfy the chord condition. Clearly if the solution exists for a given value of k, the orbit of the solution contains the line segment between (ur; 1) and (u1; 1). Further, if there is an orbit connecting (u1; 1) to (u l ; 0), it cannot cross the portion of the curve U 0 = 0 for U < usp. However, if k becomes su ciently large, the actual orbit containing (u1; 1) does cross the curve U 0 = 0 for some U < usp and approaches the unstable node (uun; zun); see g. ??.
In the case where (u l ; 0) and (ur; 1) satisfy the chord condition, on the other hand, we can argue why there is a traveling wave solution for arbitrarily large k. The orbit of the solution contains the line segment between (ur; 1) and (u1; 1). For any k > 0, the actual orbit containing (u1; 1) stays in the region bounded by the curves z = 1, z = z (w), and u = 2s ? u l . Further, the only possible limit point of the orbit is the point (u l ; 0). Hence, the orbit approaches (u l ; 0) as X ! ?1 and the traveling wave exists; see g. ??. The actual solution of each problem is a traveling wave propagating with a speed of 2.37; see x3.2 for details. The limit solution is a discontinuity propagating with a speed of 2.37 separating the two constant states (u l ; 0) and (ur; 1). For the particular values of w1; w2; and q0 above, (u l ; 0) and (ur; 1) satisfy the chord condition. Hence, we expect that the numerical method does not produce spurious solutions as k increases.
Further, we expect that the numerical solution approximates the limit solution as k ! 1. The values of the numerical solutions at t = :24 are displayed in the graphs in g. ??. We can see from the gure that the traveling wave solutions converge to the limit solution as k increases.
We do note that as k increases the value of u to the left of the discontinuity is more poorly approximated in the numerical solution. (From (3.4) we can determine that this value is 4.64 in the exact solution for all values of k.) The failure of our method to accurately approximate the peak of the traveling wave is due to two facts. One is that the method is only rst order accurate. Secondly, a more accurate representation of the solution in the vicinity of the discontinuity requires greater spatial resolution as k increases. Nevertheless, in spite of the fact that the peak of the traveling wave is not adequately resolved as k increases, the method does produce the correct wave pattern, i.e., the limit solution. The actual solution of each of these problems is a traveling wave propagating with a speed of 2.84; see x3.2 for details. The limit solution is a discontinuity propagating with a speed of 2.84 separating the two constant states (u l ; 0) and (ur; 1). Since (u l ; 0) and (ur; 1) do not satisfy the chord condition for these particular values of w1, w2, and q0, we suspect from the results in x5 that spurious solutions may be obtained as k increases. Before presenting the numerical results of the six problems, we apply the analysis in x6 to predict the values of k for which spurious solutions are obtained. We can rst predict the minimum value of k for which one cell per time step waves are obtained. Using (6.8), we nd that for the particular values of w1, w2, q0, u l , and ur, a one cell per time step wave is obtained for all k > 2:49 10 4 .
We can estimate the minimum value of k for which spurious waves of any type are obtained by approximately nding the smallest value of k for which the orbit of (6.14) containing (u1; 1) does not approach (u l ; 0) as X ! 1. To do this, we numerically solve the following initial value problem of The graphs of the orbits of the four solutions are shown in g. ??. The results suggest that 4: 8 10 3 is approximately the minimum value of k for which spurious solutions occur. On the basis of the predictions above, we would expect to see no spurious solutions for k < 4:8 10 3 , spurious solutions which do not contain one cell per time step waves for 4:8 10 3 < k < 2:49 10 4 , and spurious solutions containing one cell per time step waves for k > 2:49 10 4 :
We now compare our predictions with the actual numerical results. The values of the six numerical solutions at t = :24 are displayed in the graphs in g. ??. We found no spurious solutions for k = 10 3 and k = 5 10 3 . We further see that k = 10 4 is approximately the minimum value for which spurious solutions which do not contain one cell per time step waves appear. We still see this type of non-physical solution for k = 2:4 10 4 . For k = 2:5 10 4 and k = 10 8 , we see spurious solutions containing one cell per time step waves. We note that all four spurious solutions are non-physical weak solutions of the equilibrium equation. We see that our prediction of the minimum value of k for which a one cell per time step solution is obtained was very accurate. However, the estimated minimum value of k at which other spurious solutions occur is less accurate although it is of the right order of magnitude. We suspect that this inaccuracy is due to the fact that the modi ed equation was obtained by truncating the Taylor's series expansions of the terms in the numerical method. The limit solution is a discontinuity propagating with a speed of 1.15 separating the two constant states (u l ; 0) and (ur; 1).
According to the analysis in x5, we expect that as k ! 1, the numerical solution approximates the limit solution as k ! 1. The values of the numerical solutions at t = :7 are displayed in the graphs in g. ??. We can see from the gure that no spurious solutions are obtained and that the traveling wave solutions converge to the limit solution as k increases. For the particular values of w1, w2, and q0 above, (u l ; 0) and (ur; 1) do not satisfy the chord condition. Hence, the solution of each of these problems consists of a slow, smooth traveling whose speed equals 1.25 and a fast shock separating (u1; 1) and (ur; 1) whose speed equals 1.75; see x3.3 for details. The limit solution consists of two discontinuities, one which separates (u l ; 0) from (u1; 1) and moves with a speed of 1.25, and the other the shock separating (u1; 1) and (ur; 1).
According to the analysis in x5, we expect that the numerical solution approximates the limit solution as k ! 1. The values of the numerical solutions at t = :4 are displayed in the graphs in g. ??. We can see from the gure that no spurious solutions are obtained and that the traveling wave solutions converge to the limit solution as k increases.
8. Spurious Solutions of Combustion Models. In this section we investigate the numerical solution of strong detonation problems of two combustion models: a 2 2 system of model equations 27] and the equations of reacting gas dynamics studied in 12]. We assume in this discussion familiarity with the concepts of strong and weak detonations 27, 36] . The systems of equations discussed here are not hyperbolic conservation laws with relaxation in the sense of Liu 26] . However, the concept of interchanging the limits of vanishing viscosity with increasing reaction rates can still be applied to strong detonation problems. Majda 27] show that these limits can be interchanged for his 2 2 system if and only if the strong detonation has no corresponding weak detonation. We therefore propose the following: the existence of a corresponding weak detonation is a necessary condition for spurious solutions to arise in the numerical solution of a sti , strong detonation problem by a shock capturing nite di erence scheme (i.e., rst-order Godunov coupled with the backward Euler scheme). We do not prove this conjecture, but we do present numerical results which support its plausibility. where c0 and c1 are positive constants. This system of equations is an inviscid example of the system studied in 27]. To approximate solutions of this system, we use the same operator split method as the one described in x4, except that we replace the rate equation update (4.5) by
We note that this expression is not fully implicit; however, using a fully implicit method would result in an algebraic equation for z n+1 j with multiple roots. We generalize our observations made from numerical experiments with this method in the following statement:
Assume that the operator split method described above is used to approximate the solution of the following initial value problem of (8.1) and (8. satisfy u c1, i.e., there is a weak detonation corresponding to the strong detonation determined by u l and ur.
We note that this statement is actually a theorem if the spurious solutions are assumed to be of the one cell per time step variety. We omit the proof of this case since it is similar to the proofs of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2. We previously noted that a theorem concerning one cell per time step waves for a similar 2 2 model 31] is proven in 12].
We now look at an example which supports the above statement. We set q0 = 1, c0 = 2:0, and c1 = 2:01 in (8.1) and (8.2). We consider two sets of initial conditions of the form (8.4), one in which u l = 3 and ur = :1, and the other in which u l = 3 and ur = :45. For the rst set of initial conditions, (8.5) has only one root satisfying u > c0, u l . For the second set, however, both roots satisfy this condition. As expected, numerical results for the rst set of initial conditions show no spurious solutions as k increases; for the second set, spurious solutions are observed as k increases. We omit the gures showing the results since they are qualitatively similar to the gures referenced in x7.1 and x7.2. In this system of equations, is the density, u the velocity, E the energy per unit mass, e the internal energy, and p the pressure. Z represents the mass fraction of unburnt gas and E = e + u 2 =2 + qZ, where q is the heat release of the reaction per unit mass. We assume a -law gas so that p = ( ?1) e. k is a positive constant and (e) is a function given by (e) = ( 0 e < e0 1 e e0 (8.7) where e0 is some positive constant. When has this form, we say that the reaction is governed by ignition temperature kinetics. We de ne the temperature corresponding to e = e0 as the ignition temperature.
We consider solving these equations using an fractional step method. The rst step of the method uses the rst order Godunov scheme for gas dynamics with an extra advected quantity Z. The second step uses the backward Euler scheme to solve @Z @t = ?k (e)Z:
The time step used by the method is determined by the CFL stability condition. We generalize our observations made from numerical experiments with this method in the following statement:
Assume that the operator split method described above is used to solve (8.6) and (8.7). A necessary condition for a spurious solution to be obtained in the numerical solution of a strong detonation wave as the reaction rate increases is that the temperature of the post-detonation state of the corresponding weak detonation is greater than or equal to the ignition temperature.
We now show numerical results which support this statement. Setting = 1:4, q = 1, and k = 10 8 , we consider a set of four initial value problems of (8.6) and (8.7) for which the initial conditions consist of the post-detonation and the pre-detonation states of a strong detonation propagating with a speed of 3. We set e0 to a di erent value in each problem; the four values of e0 are 2.55, 2.6, 3.0, and 5.0. The postdetonation state associated with the corresponding weak detonation is ( ; u; p) = (1:038; :132; 1:473). The internal energy of this state is 3.548. Hence, when e0 = 5:0 we do not expect to observe a spurious solution, but we may for the other values of e0. In all four runs, x = :005 and the Courant number is = :9. The values of p and Z in the four numerical solutions at t = :15 are displayed in g. ??.
As expected, we do not observe a spurious solution when e0 = 5:0. We do observe a spurious solution when e0 = 2:55 but not when e0 equals either of the other two values.
9. Discussion and Conclusions. We have conjectured that certain criteria (x1) insure that spurious solutions of a sti hyperbolic system of conservation laws with relaxation are not produced by a shock capturing, nite di erence numerical method. We have shown the plausibility of this conjecture in the context of a speci c example, the solution of certain generalized Riemann problems of a model system with a speci c rst order numerical method. In particular, our results show that full resolution of the sti source term is not always necessary for obtaining accurate numerical results. Further, our results suggest that one must fully resolve the source term in order to avoid spurious solutions only if the limits of vanishing viscosity and vanishing relaxation time do not commute for the viscous regularization of the hyperbolic system. The results also suggest in the context of our example that it may not not necessary to resolve the source term if the frozen and the equilibrium characteristic speeds of the system satisfy the subcharacteristic condition (1.3). We have also shown through numerical experiments the plausibility of similar criteria which guarantee that spurious solutions are not obtained in the numerical solution of sti detonation problems. We have also developed and validated two techniques for predicting the occurrence of spurious solutions. Conversely, we have suggested criteria which are necessary for the appearance of spurious waves in the numerical solution of a sti hyperbolic system of conservation laws with relaxation. Our results raise two important points that are not discussed in the literature 3, 23] .
The rst point concerns the concept that a necessary condition for the existence of spurious solutions of a hyperbolic system with sti source terms is the use of a dissipative scheme. LeVeque and Yee 23 ] contruct a scalar conservation law with a sti source term in order to better understand the mechanism by which spurious solutions appear in the numerical approximation of systems of hyperbolic conservation laws with sti source terms. They note that the numerical representation of a discontinuity in the solution of their model system by a dissipative scheme contains intermediate nonequilibrium states. They claim that spurious solutions of their model arise when the sti source term restores these nonequilibrium states to values which are in equilibrium but non-physical. In their conclusions, they propose that this mechanism is su cient for understanding the appearance of spurious solutions in the numerical approximation of larger systems.
The results in this paper suggest, however, that for systems of equations with sti source terms, such as those discussed here and by Colella, Majda, and Roytburd 12], there is an additional criterion for the appearance of spurious solutions. This criterion is that the limits of vanishing viscosity and vanishing relaxation time must not commute for the viscous regularization of the equations. We have constructed problems (see x3) for which these limits do commute. In the numerical solution of these problems, one could still argue that the mechanism described in the previous paragraph may cause spurious solutions. Nevertheless, as we saw in x7, we do not obtain spurious solutions of these problems as the relaxation time vanishes.
A second point is that the existence of spurious numerical solutions for sti problems of model I or of the equations of reacting gas dynamics is not due to the fact that for in nite reaction rates these systems reduce to non-convex systems of conservation laws 10]. We have noted (x2) that the equilibrium equation of model II is a non-convex scalar conservation law. We did not, however, observe spurious numerical solutions of this model.
As a nal note, we believe that one could use the criteria described in this paper to design numerical schemes in which one would fully resolve the sti source terms only when necessary. In 30], we look at a di erent problem, the design of higher-order accurate methods in which the sti source terms are not fully resolved under the assumption that their full resolution is not necessary for the avoidance of spurious solutions.
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